Greetings!

"And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet" (Matt. 24:6).

We are living in serious times. As the world waits to see if President Obama will attack Syria at a time when the majority of Americans oppose his position, 90 million Americans are unemployed and 47 million Americans are on food stamps.

This week I read and listened to many reports on why Obama wants to attack Syria. One trends forecaster,
Gerald Celente, (interview below) suggests it will boost the economy. Another news report says it is about two natural gas pipelines and who will control the wealth. A well known radio conservative talk show host, Michael Savage, points to Israel as the instigator with its eyes on Iran. But there is one thing they all reporters have in common--that our President and government is out of control.

Here are some important links to news and video reports you may want to read and watch.

1. Will The U.S. Attack Syria? [Watch Video](Gerald Celente and Alex Jones)

2. Merck vaccine developer admits vaccines routinely contain hidden cancer viruses derived from diseased monkeys. [Read More]

3. Phosphoric acid used in soda pop shown dissolving teeth in rare video. [Watch Video]

4. California State Anti-NDAA Bill Passed; Goes to Governor. [Read More]

5. Incredible Healing Miracles at BellaVita Lifestyle Center - May 2013. [Watch New Video]

6. BellaVita - A Beautiful Life will be showing at the Rio Theatre in Santa Cruz, CA., Sept 13, at 7 PM. Health Lectures and Raw Demo will follow on Saturday and Sunday. [Register Here]

7. 33 Shocking Facts Which Show How Badly The Economy Has Tanked Since Became President. [Read More]

8. Vatican: 100,000 Attend Syria Peace Virgil [Read More]

Yes, we are living in solemn times. Russia, China, the Pope of Rome, and the American people oppose a war in Syria. What will President Obama do? Whatever he decides, the Bible tells us there will be "wars and rumours of wars" right before Jesus comes. Thank God
we have a "sure word of prophecy" (2 Pet. 1:19). And we can be sure that the Lord will deliver His people!

May God be with us all,
Danny Vierra

-----------------------------------------------------------------

How to Cleanse the Colon Video

Modern Manna's Super 10-Day Cleanse

"Like" my New Facebook page, BellaVegan, and enjoy more wonderful and amazing recipes.
HEALTH TIP OF THE WEEK

Symptoms of adrenal exhaustion: Dizziness when standing up, frequent bouts of low blood sugar, mood and memory problems, aches and pains in the muscles of upper back, arms and legs, salt and sugar cravings, feeling cold, pollen allergies, food and chemical sensitivities, morning tiredness. Stress is not the only culprit. Regular use of oral, topical, and intranasal cortisone-containing drugs can suppress normal adrenal function. So can drugs like warfarin and heparin. Low sodium levels and dehydration are also potential problems. So get healthy, exercise, drink more water, and avoid stress. Take B-Complex and extra Pantothenic acid (500 mg. twice a day), 1,000 mg. of Vit. C - 3 times a day, and drink a cup of licorice root tea twice daily. And don't forget to ask God to heal you!

This may be a good time to detox your 7 elimination organs of your body. Modern Manna's Bowel Formula #2 can remove radio-active waste! Try our Super Cleanse today! Cleanse with the seasons ... every three months!

Join Danny Vierra's Health Page

Subscribe - Danny Vierra Channel
Cold Sheet Treatments

A Young Graduate

Organic Juices

For more information: SEE BELLAVITA

These statements have not been evaluated by the food and drug administration. These products are not meant to diagnose, treat or cure any disease or medical condition.

The Lord is the Master Physician. The Bible says He is the One who “forgiveth all thine
Ps. 103:3

iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases."
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NEW VIDEO TESTIMONIES - JULY 2013

NEW - A SPECIAL HEALTH MESSAGE

Health Reform and the Second Coming.
A powerful message you don’t want to miss!

BellaVita - The Movie
A 54-minute documentary that follows guests through a 10-day cleanse at BellaVita Lifestyle Center.

Healing Testimonies - March 2013
How to Cleanse the Colon

Healing Testimonies - Jan 2013

Healing Testimonies - November 2012

RISE PROMO (2-Minutes)

RISE Graduates Give Their Testimonies

BellaVita Healing Testimonies - May 2012

BellaVita Healing Testimonies - July 2012

Alkaline PH: The Key to Prevention - Pt 2
Dr. Robert O. Young - Health Crusade 2012
BellaVita Healing Testimonies - March 2012

Modern Manna Goes To Babylon, NY

Amazing Healing Testimonies

Woman with Lymes Disease

BellaVita Movie - Premier Results

Spiritual Digestion and Assimilation

One Final Note

I would greatly appreciate your prayers. Time is short and Jesus is coming soon. The signs are all around us.

Please help Modern Manna reach the world with the health message and the gospel. Donations can be made online at www.modernmanna or just drop me a note at danny@modermmanna.org or call 1-800-655-3228. Perhaps we can encourage one another.

God bless you,
Danny Vierra
Modern Manna
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